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MR. DUFF COOPER AT GLASGOW

RED ARMY DAY

Following is the text of a speech to he delivered by
Mr. A. Duff Cooper at a Red Army Day meeting, at

St. Andrew’s Hall, Glasgow, at 2.30 p.m. today.

This is a unique occasion in our history, I doubt whether there has been any

occasion like to it in the history of this or any other nation. In the fourth

year of a great world-shaking war, in which cur resources have been tried to their

limit and in which we have undergone great reverses and seen cur chief ally struck

down by our side, we, the people of Great Britain, are today collecting in twelve

of our greatest cities to pay homage not to cur own men, who deserve all cur homage
and more than we could ever pay them, but to repngnise and applaud the performances
of the army of another people. This, I would remind you, is only one of twelve

similar meetings where throughout the land today cur people arc saluting the victorious

armies of cur Russian ally. No more fortunate moment could be selected for such

a gesture. With remorseless and majestic tread these armies are continuing their

irresistible advance and driving before them like frightened cattle what was once

considered the invincible army of Germany.

If these victories had achieved nothing else they would, have been useful at

least in smashing the myth which the Germans ever since the last War sought to

impost upon a credulous world - namely that the German Army never had been and never

could be defeated. The particular form which this lie took in the vast catalogue
of Nazi lies was that the German Army in the former war was fighting splendidly
to the last and that it was only due to a revolution in the interior, engineered by

the Jews and the Communists, that Germany was forced to capitulate. There was

never a vestige of truth in that statement. It w as a double lie. In the first

place the German Army was smashed to pieces by the hammer blows which the armies

of Haig delivered, I happened to be there myself and I saw the precipitate

retreat, the flight of the German Army, It was another lie to say that the

revolution started amongst the civil population. On the contrary, the starting

point of the German revolution was the Imperial German Navy, from which it gradually

spread to other sections of the community, including the Army, It has been the

proud privilege of the Russian Army to be the first to demonstrate to the world that

this Nazi German Army is no better than the army of the Hohenzollerns, that it relies

principally upon surprise attack on unprepared populations for its success and that

when it meets a force properly equipped and led it can be utterly defeated.

I say "properly equipped and led", words easy to say but results very difficult

of achievement. Alien, we pay homage, as we do, to the truly heroic courage of the

Russian soldiers, we ought also to remember that the most heroic courage is impotent

unless it is properly directed and properly armed. To the men, therefore, in Russia,

who have been building up this army, to the men and women who have been furnishing it

with the indispensable munitions of war, and to the master minds, who have devised

the tactics and planned the strategy of this enormous world—shaking enterprise, to

all of them air praise is due. And we should be lacking in the fullappreciation of

what has been accomplished if we were not to draw from these facts the logical,' the

inevitable conclusion that the Russians arc not only a brave people, but a very great,

a very intelligent, a very industrious, a very far-seeing and a truly civilised people,

destined to play an ever increasing part in the history of Europe and and of the

world.

This is not the first tine in the history of Europe that Russia has contributed

towards delivering the continent from subjugation to a single tyrant’s will. It is

more than a hundred years ago since the armies of Napoleon had swept from one comer

of Europe to another and easily defeated any forces that could be brought against them,

making especially short work of such armies as Germany could produce.
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Prom Portugal in the south-west to Pomerania in the north-east, Napoleon
dominated the continent, making his family and his marshals kings wherever he chose.

The Grand Army, as it was called, was held to he invincible until it crossed the

borders of Russia and found itself matched by a new foe. An extremely interesting

book by a modern Russian historian, Tarlé, dealing with Napoleons invasion of

Russia, has recently been translated into English, and reading that hook one cannot

hut he struck by the similarity of events which were taking place then and are

talcing place today* Just as the German soldiers today have been astonished at the

resistance they have met with in Russia, at the suicidal courage of the Russian

soldiers, prepared always to throw away their own lives in the cause of their

country, so exactly in 1812 did the veterans of Napoleon write home that they had

never in all their experience of warfare, in every corner of Europe, met with such

heroic and almost insane courage as that displayed hy the Russian soldier. They
record occasions when the private soldiers of Russia had to be beaten back by the

swords of their own officers to prevent them advancing where advance was perfectly

hopeless and would have meant instant death* It was the first shattering blow

which Napoleon had received. It was the knell which sounded his doom. And even

while he was receiving that mortal wound, I like to remember, and I think I am

justified in reminding you, that in the extreme comer of Europe, in the south-

west, Wellington was driving out of Portugal and then out of Sixain other armies, of

Napoleon, who also met with defeat for the first time. In the same way today, on

territory not so far distant, on territory in the north of Africa, Hitler 's armies

have met with similar defeat at the hands of Alexander and Montgomery* This is a

pincer movement on a tremendous scale, one strong arm in the south-west, another in

the north-east, stretching cut towards each other, and finally crashing in their

gigantic embrace the evil thing that has too long terrorised and tormented the

unhappy populations of Europe *

These are events of world-wide significance and we arc privileged to he

witnesses of them* Often perhaps, in the long strain of war, in all its trials,

discouragements, deprivations, separations and tragedies, we are tempted to wish

that we had lived in a calmer and more peaceful period, when nothing was happening
of

any importance and politics hardly impinged upon private life. It is a natural

sentiment hut because it is a vain wish and cannot he granted it is surely better

not to indulge- in it hut rather to rise to the greatness of the occasion and try to

feel proud that we were horn to live in a varied when events were taking plane which

will never he forgotten, and in which the future of the world will he remoulded

into a new shape, Re may he sure that many of those who cone after us Will often

say "I wish that I had lived in those days,"

In order to be worthy of the world we live in we must teach ourselves fully to

appreciate the great happenings as they occur, for it is possible to be so occupied

with our own affairs, urgent and pressing as they are, that we fail to notice events

as big as mountains that are taking place all around us* The fact that we are met

here today - one of a dozen of such great meetings to celebrate the tremendous

achievements of the Red Army - is evidence that we are not suffering from such

short-sightedness* The achievements of that Army, I would have you believe, are

much more than a series of astounding military victories* The achievements of that

Army mark the end of an epoch and the beginning of another.

It is now getting on for a century since Germany, under the leadership of

Prussia, become one of the great powers of the world and the dominant power on the
continent of Europe* During that period the German people have demonstrated beyond
any shadow of a doubt their own unworthiness for such a position* Blood and iron

was the motto upon which they were founded, by blood and iron they have made

themselves a perpetual menace to all peace loving peoples. Treachery and ill faith

have been their tradition in diplomacy, plotting and planning wars has been the sole

occupation of their politicians* Their culture has steadily and rapidly
deteriorated from what it was in the 18th Century. Blood and iron cannot produce
poetry or music and when blood and iron are applied to philosophy they produce
nothing but the puerile and poisonous nonsense of Adolf Hitler*s distorted,
untutored brain* New they are paying in blood and now the iron is entering into

their soul. As they cringe and scuttle before the steadily advancing armies of

Russia we should see a new force, a new power, which marching on to the stage
Whence the Germans are being driven, will assume as of right the authority that

they have mishandled and forfeited*
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"Very evidently the most effective way of preventing Japan's development
of her potential strength and wealth is to strike at her shipping. Japan is

an island state and overseas possessions are worthless to her unless she can

bring their produce home to her people and forward supplies to the forces of

occupation of her conquests. Corea and Manchuria are close at hand, but even

the productive fields, developed mines and great industries of these older

conquests, would be of. little use if water communications with them are seriously

menaced.

"The first task in the holding war against Japan must therefore be to sink

her shipping, and no one can deny that this last year, during which she risked

both cargo and escort vessels with abandon, she has lost enough to hamper the

development of her conquests. Her leaders-admit it as an apology for persistent

shortages at home. If she now goes on the defence in the south seas and exposes

her shipping there less recklessly, the job of holding Japan down by whittling away
her cargo capacity will continue to fall to her submarines. But it will also fall

to planes, based upon fields much closer to sea lanes that are more'important to

her than the Solomons, New Guinea, Australia and India, That means China, from

which the Yellow Sea, the China Sea, theGulf of Tonkin and Japan's home waters can

be reached.

"That calls for the capture and defence by Chinese manpower of fields closer

to these sea lanes. That calls in turn for an Air Force capable of

neutralising whatever air power Japan can put there and capable of compensating
the Chinese ground forces for their lack of artillery and .other mechanical

equipment. Such-a force in favourable positions could also hold down the growth
of Japan's-power by destroying the scant industrial equipment with which she must

process whatever loot her dwindling ships can bring -home.

"Chennault and the Chinese say that ail this can be done with a balanced and

sustained fleet of 500 planes, with 5,000 tons of cargo delivered by air transport

monthly. They say that in this way can the policy affrighting a holding war in

the pacific be fully implemented and that without it/it cannot. They say that this

further contribution coiling for a trifling percentage of American manpower and a

very small fraction of this output, would involve no serious check upon the

prosecution of the war against Hitler and certainly no reversal of policy, Mrs*

Chiang's appeal therefore was in effect an appeal for such help to china as would

enable her people end their allies to hold Japan, and we interpret the president's

response as a promise to do just that - no more, no less."
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Russia helped to save Europe 130 years ago, hut owing to the reactionary system

which held down the natural genius of her people she was unable in the century

that followed to take that part in European affairs to which her size and her

importance and the genius of her people entitled her* That oppressive system

held down the natural genius of that people until the end of the last war, when

with one huge gesture it was suddenly discarded. For the last quarter of a

century, the new Russia has been suffering the pangs of travail from which

has eventually emerged this rejuvenated nation, whose performances have astounded

the whole human race* Let us not be stinting in our admiration* There is no

room in this violent world to-day for moderate sentiments, for United loyalties

or mealy-mouthed expressions of opinion. We must love and hate heartily* tie

must loathe from the depths of our being everything that is tainted with the

Fascist or Nazi contamination, of which our Prime Minister has assured us that

we shall leave no vestige upon the earth. And to those who helped us and are

helping us in the achievement of this task we must give our full confidence,

our complete loyalty, our inalienable affection*

There are some who would have us believe that because the Russian solution

of the problem of government differs from our own and because this political

philosophy is utterly alien from ours,that therefore we cannot whole-heartedly

be friends with the Russian people, or co-operate successfully with them as

comrades, I never heard such nonsense in my life. Because we are a monarchy

and because the United States are a republic, cannot we be allies? Because we

are a Christian people and the Turks are Mohammedans, must we forego for ever

the possibility of friendship with Turkey? Because the Chinese differ from us

profoundly In tradition, religion and approach to life, nay we not hope to work

with the Chinese, as we are working with them to-day in order that in Asia, as

in Europe, the malevolent forces of treacherous military aggression shall be

stamped out for ever? lam glad that our Government has been wiser then some

of these Jeremiahs who prophesy difficulties arising between the Russians and

ourselves after the war. Our Government has pledged us by solemn treaty to

work in co-operation with Russia for twenty years at least after the war has ended*

That co-operation cannot be complete or loyal unless we welcome Russia as a

dominant power in Europe and as our partner in the reconstruction of our own

shattered continent, I, for one, hope and believe that from her ashes Prance will

rise again to share with us and Russia, with whom she made a treaty long before

we did, in that groat task of reconstruction. But upon one fact surely we must

all be agreed - that the dominant influence of Germany shall be eliminated for

ever* If she again so far recover her own lost soul - if it is not, as

it sometimes seems/for eternity - if she can produce poets, musicians, and

philosophers as she used to do, gladly will they be welcomed in the cultural

communities of Europe* But she must not hope again to be allowed to play any
authoritative role in the sphere of politics. The self-styled Herrenvolk -

or race of masters - must be made to understand, what they have already made

apparent to the world by their base subservience to any tyrant, whether he be

a Hohenzollern or a Hitler, that they are at heart a race of slaves. Under the

firm but humane and enlightened domination of the victorious nations they will

not be subjected to the barbarities, the sadistic and satanic cruelties which they
have imposed upon the Poles, the Czechs and all the other defeated nations, whom

they have ground under their pitiless heel. Not pity for them, but respect
for ourselves would restrain us from competing with such past-masters as the

Germans in all the arts of bestial brutality. No, it will be our duty to re-educate

a people who in the past have given proof of noble qualities and intellectual
gifts which the Nazi regime cannot have entirely exterminated. Nor will this

prove an easy task. The youth of Germany is deeply corrupted with National

Socialism; it is infected to the roots with pernicious doctrine; it is rotten
to the core and stinks of Hitler, So much nonsense has been hammered into the
hollow heads of the young people of Germany that time and patience will be needed
to hammer it out again.

The Red Army knows of the unspeakable atrocities which the Germans have
committed in Russia. It is the most hideous and damnable record of barbarism
that stands to the discredit of any people since the world began. The vanguard of
the Red Army have marched into the villages where the corpses of women and children

were yet warm from the hands cf the Nazi butchers.

And/
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And it is the men who committed those crimes and are still committing them, the men

whose hands are still dripping with the blood of the innocent and who, as they

are driven out of the conquered territories, turn with redoubled fury upon the

helpless Jews, who are already within their power - it is those monsters who now,
seized by panic, begin to whine that they are the defenders of civilisation against

the wicked Bolshevists. Better - far bettor - the life of the jungle than the

kind of civilisation which the Nazis seek to impose.

The Rod Army will not forget - nor will the other oppressed nations, the

Poles, the Czechs, the Serbs, the Greeks, the Norwegians, the Dutch, the Belgians,
the French; none of these will forget - what they have suffered at the hands of

the Germans. Nor, it is to be hoped, will any of these unhappy nations forget

the debt that they owe to the Red Army who have struck so deadly a blow, a blow

worthy of that which their ancestors struck 130 years ago, for the salvation of

Europe,

It is not given to us to look far in the future and he would be a fool who

soughts to prophesy what might happen in a hundred years. But after this par,
after the coming victory, there must be a long period during which the foundations

of lasting peace must be well and truly laid. So far as Europe is concerned, we

must look to Russia as our principal partner in that work of reconstruction*

Germany can have no part in it. We know now that long before Nazism was a force

In Germany the so-called Gorman democrats were busily preparing for this war.

Somebody once said "We have no quarrel with the German people". Perhaps not.

But we have a deadly quarrel - and by a deadly quarrel I mean a quarrel that can

only be decided by death - a deadly quarrel with the German nation. There was

no Gorman nation until Bismark-forged one out of blood and iron. Europe was

happier without a German nation. In its existence of less than a century the

German nation has proved itself a standing menace to the peace and progress of

the civilised world. It has been a rogue nation and its existence must be

outlawed.

Meanwhile its strength is being gradually smashed to pieces, We smashed

it before - just 25 yearns ago- and with God’s help we will smash it again. But

not again will we allow it to recover its strength - and to commit for the third

time the unpardonable crime of plunging a peaceful world into an international

war.

Tho men who are now contributing more than their share towards this great

task of smashing the Gorman nation are tho men of tho Red Army. We hero in

Scotland wish to put upon lasting record our recognition of the work that they

are doing - wo wish to send across the bloodstained fields of Europe our

gratitude to our heroic comrades - our salutation to the soldiers of the Red Army.
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